Abstract. A classification is given of rank 3 group actions which are quasiprimitive but not primitive. There are two infinite families and a finite number of individual imprimitive examples. When combined with earlier work of Bannai, Kantor, Liebler, Liebeck and Saxl, this yields a classification of all quasiprimitive rank 3 permutation groups. Our classification is achieved by first classifying imprimitive almost simple permutation groups which induce a 2-transitive action on a block system and for which a block stabiliser acts 2-transitively on the block. We also determine those imprimitive rank 3 permutation groups G such that the induced action on a block is almost simple and G does not contain the full socle of the natural wreath product in which G embeds.
Introduction
The study of rank 3 permutation groups, that is, those with exactly 3 orbits on ordered pairs of points goes back to the paper [17] of Donald Higman. Rank 3 groups can be either primitive or imprimitive; however only the primitive rank 3 groups have so far been fully classified (in [2] , [18] , [20] , and [21] ). The major aim of this paper is to extend this classification to include all quasiprimitive rank 3 permutation groups (see Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4). A variety of structures preserved by rank 3 groups have been studied. Those admitting primitive rank 3 groups include symmetric designs [8, 9, 10] , partial linear spaces [11, 12] , and transitive graph decompositions [1] , while those admitting imprimitive rank 3 groups as an automorphism group include Latin square designs [13] (equivalent to partial linear spaces with 3 blocks of imprimitivity) and transitive graph decompositions [24] (for which Theorem 1.2 below is required). As well as contributing to the classification of imprimitive rank 3 permutation groups, this paper answers a question in [14] about complete multipartite graphs (see Remark 1.6), and identifies and fills a gap in the proof in [16] of the classification of antipodal distance transitive covers of complete graphs (see Remark 1.7).
Let G be a transitive imprimitive permutation group acting on a set Ω, and suppose that G preserves a non-trivial block-system B on Ω. By the 'Embedding Theorem' for imprimitive groups [3] we may choose a block B ∈ B and identify Ω with the set B × {1, . . . , n} where n = |B|, and then view G as a subgroup of the wreath product H ≀ X where G B ∼ = X ≤ S n and H := G B B , the component of G. The partition B can be identified with {B × {i}|i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
In this paper we are interested in such groups satisfying the following hypothesis.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 20B05. The research for this paper was supported by Australian Research Council Discovery Grant DP0770915 and Federation Fellowship Grant FF0776186. A large portion of Section 4 forms part of the PhD thesis of the fourth author, which was supported by an Australian Postgraduate Award. Hypothesis 1.1. Let H ≤ Sym(B) and X ≤ S n , and let G be a subgroup of H ≀ X acting imprimitively on Ω = B × {1, . . . , n}, such that G projects onto X, and H is the component of G. Assume that H and X are both 2-transitive.
As we show in Lemma 3.1, all imprimitive groups G with a rank 3 action on Ω satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. In this paper, we describe groups G satisfying Hypothesis 1.1 in terms of the subgroup G ∩ H n ; that is, the kernel of the G-action on B. Analysing the groups in this way gives a characterisation in which the groups are either very 'large', or 'small' and can be described in great detail.
Burnside [5, Section 154] showed that a 2-transitive permutation group H has a unique minimal normal subgroup T which is either a non-abelian simple group, in which case H is called almost simple; or elementary abelian, in which case H is called affine. Let G and H be as in Hypothesis 1.1 and let T be the unique minimal normal subgroup of H. If G has trivial intersection with H n (so that G acts faithfully on B) we say that G is block-faithful with respect to B. If we assume that G has rank 3, then Lemma 3.3 below implies that B is unique, so in that case we say that G is block-faithful if it is block-faithful with respect to that unique block-system. Moreover, Corollary 3.5 implies that G is quasiprimitive on Ω, that is, all nontrivial normal subgroups of G are transitive on Ω.
Our first theorem gives a characterisation of rank 3 groups when T is a non-abelian simple group. Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 and that T := soc(H) is a non-abelian simple group. Then G has rank 3 on Ω if and only if one of the following holds:
(1) T n G, (2) G is quasiprimitive and rank 3 on Ω, (3) n = 2 and G = M 10 , PGL (2, 9) or Aut(A 6 ) acting on 12 points, or (4) n = 2 and G = Aut(M 12 ) acting on 24 points.
Next we classify all quasiprimitive rank 3 permutation groups that are imprimitive. Theorem 1.3. Let G be a transitive imprimitive permutation group of rank 3 acting on a set Ω. Let n be the number of blocks and m be the size of the blocks. Then G is quasiprimitive if and only if G, n, m and G B B are as in one of the lines of Table 1 . In conjunction with [2, 18, 20, 21] , Theorem 1.3 gives a classification of all quasiprimitive rank 3 groups. Corollary 1.4. All quasiprimitive permutation groups of rank 3 are known. They are either primitive (and classified in [2, 18, 20, 21] ) or imprimitive and almost simple (and classified in Theorem 1.3).
After Theorems 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, the remaining case for a complete classification of the imprimitive rank 3 permutation groups is where H is a 2-transitive affine group. A discussion of this case is given in Section 4.1.
As a tool to prove Theorem 1.3, we also classify all almost simple block-faithful groups G satisfying Hypothesis 1.1. We restrict ourselves to almost simple groups as Corollary 3.4 implies that a block-faithful rank 3 group is almost simple. Theorem 1.5. A group G which satisfies Hypothesis 1.1, is almost simple and blockfaithful with respect to B, if and only if G, n, |B| are as in one of the lines of Tables 2  or 3 . Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 are proved in Section 5. The tables for these theorems are given in Section 2. The proofs of our three theorems rely on the classification of almost simple 2-transitive groups, and hence on the Classification of Finite Simple Groups. Remark 1.6. The paper [14] studies graphs Γ admitting a group G of automorphisms that is transitive on the sets Γ i of vertex pairs at distance i, for i ≤ s. The question (Question 4.2 of [14] ) arose as to which complete multipartite graphs Γ = K n[m] (with n ≥ 3) admit such a group G for s = 2, with G quasiprimitive on vertices. For such (n, m, G), the graph K n[m] admits no "normal quotient reduction". Since s = 2 and K n[m] has diameter 2, G must have rank 3, and so Theorem 1.3 gives a list of all possibilities for (n, m, G), completely answering this question. Remark 1.7. Theorem 1.5, listing the almost simple 2-transitive groups G on n points for which a stabiliser has a not necessarily faithful 2-transitive action on m points, is a generalisation of Proposition 2.12 of [16] and reveals a missing case in that result, namely the results table for [16, Proposition 2.12] omits the case where G has socle PSL(3, 4) on n = 21 points and a stabiliser induces a 2-transitive PSL(2, 5) or PGL(2, 5) of degree 6. The result in [16] for which the Proposition 2.12 is applied is the classification [16, Main Theorem] of antipodal distance transitive covers of complete graphs. This missing case in the proposition does not lead to any additional examples in the graph classification. This can be seen as follows. For a 6-fold distance transitive cover of K 21 the distance transitive group must act faithfully and 2-transitively on the antipodal partition (see the beginning of Section 5 of [16] ) and also the stabiliser order is divisible by the number 20 × 5 = 100 of vertices at distance 2 from a given vertex. Since |Aut(PSL(3, 4))| is not divisible by 25 there is no distance transitive group inducing a 2-transitive group with socle PSL(3, 4) on the antipodal partition.
In Section 3 we investigate in detail the structure of imprimitive rank 3 permutation groups, leading to a proof in Section 4 of Theorem 1.2. Then in Section 5 we work towards proofs of Theorems 1.5 and then 1.3. Tables for Theorems 1.3 and 1.5   Tables 2 and 3 are organised according to the classification of almost simple 2-transitive groups given in Theorem 5.1. Moreover note the following facts:
2.
(a) The last two columns of Table 2 are given because that information is needed for the proof of Theorem 1.3. (b) On Lines 17 and 18 of 2, for n = 7 there are two representations of A 6 and S 6 on 6 points. (c) On Line 13 of Table 3 , there are two 2-transitive representations of G B when a ≥ 4. (d) On Lines 6, 9, and 11 of Table 3 , there are up to three 2-transitive representations of G B . Table 2 . Examples from groups in (a) to (d) of Theorem 5.1 Table 3 . Examples from groups in (e) to (h) of Theorem 5.1
Imprimitive rank 3 groups
In this section we investigate rank 3 subgroups G of the wreath product S m ≀ S n , acting imprimitively of degree mn. We identify Ω with B × {1, . . . , n} and the system of imprimitivity with B := {B × {i}|i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}, with each set B × {i} denoted by B i . First, we show that such groups satisfy Hypothesis 1.1. Proof. Let α ∈ B. Then G (α,1) has exactly 2 orbits on the remaining points of B × {1, . . . , n}. Since B 1 = B × {1} is a block for G, any orbit intersecting nontrivially with B 1 \{(α, 1)} must be fully contained in B 1 , and it follows that one orbit is B 1 \{(α, 1)} while the other is B × {2, . . . , n}. This implies that (G is transitive on B × {2, . . . , n}. Thus, including the set {(α, 1)}, there are 3 orbits of (H ≀ X) (α,1) on B × {1, . . . , n}. Thus H ≀ X has rank 3.
Part (ii): Again, the stabiliser of (α, 1) in G induces H α on B 1 , and H α is transitive on B 1 \{(α, 1)}. Let T = soc(H), so T n ≤ G. Then since H is 2-transitive and therefore primitive, T is transitive on B. Now G (α,1) contains 1×T n−1 , so G (α,1) ∩T n is transitive on each of the remaining blocks B × {i}. Furthermore G (α,1) projects onto X 1 which is transitive on {2, . . . , n}; hence G (α,1) is transitive on B ×{2, . . . , n}.
Thus G (α,1) has 3 orbits on B × {1, . . . , n}, and so G has rank 3.
The following Lemma is a corollary on page 147 of [17] .
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that G is transitive but imprimitive on Ω and has rank 3. Then G admits a unique nontrivial system of imprimitivity.
It follows that, when G has rank 3 and is block-faithful with respect to B, we can omit specifying B and just say that G is block-faithful.
Corollary 3.4. Suppose that G is transitive but imprimitive with block system B, and that G has rank 3 and is block-faithful. Then G ∼ = G B is almost simple.
Proof. The fact that G ∼ = G B follows from the fact that G acts faithfully on the set B of blocks. We know by Lemma 3.1 that G B is 2-transitive; suppose it is of affine type. Then G B has an abelian minimal normal subgroup N which acts regularly on B. The N-orbits on Ω form a partition C of Ω with the property that |B ∩ C| = 1 for all B ∈ B, C ∈ C. Hence C is a nontrivial system of imprimitivity different from B, contradicting Lemma 3.3. So G B is not affine, and therefore (by [5, Section 154]) G B is almost simple.
Corollary 3.5. Let G be a transitive imprimitive permutation group of rank 3 acting on a set Ω. Then G is block-faithful if and only if G is quasiprimitive.
Proof. Let B be a nontrivial system of imprimitivity for G, and note that B is unique by Lemma 3.3. Since the orbits of a nontrivial normal subgroup N form a system of imprimitivity of G, which must be B or {Ω}, and since N is contained in the kernel of the action of G on B in the former case, the result follows.
Note that if G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 then G is not necessarily of rank 3. For example, the subgroup H ×X of the group H ≀X has rank 4. More precisely, the rank is at most |B| + 2. This prompts the question: Given a wreath product H ≀ X acting imprimitively, where H and X are both 2-transitive, which subgroups G ≤ H ≀ X with G B B = H and G B = X are such that G has rank 3? We tackle this difficult problem in the next section. In the following results we use π i to denote the projection map
Lemma 4.1. Let G ≤ H ≀X where G projects onto X, and where H is the component of G. Assume that X is transitive, and letĜ denote the subgroup
Proof. The groupĜ is normal in G since it is the kernel of the homomorphism from G onto X. For each i, write
Since H is the component of G we may assume without loss of generality that H = G
where
). Hence G B 1 must project onto H in the first coordinate, and it follows that there exists an element
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a group satisfying Hypothesis 1.1. Let T = soc(H), let G = G ∩ H n and assume that G is not block-faithful with respect to B. Then at least one of the following holds.
(
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a normal subgroup L of H such thatĜ is a subdirect subgroup of L n . Let g be a non-trivial element ofĜ with minimal support I (that is, an element for which the set I = {i | π i (g) = 1} has minimal cardinality).
ThenĜ I is a non-trivial normal subgroup ofĜ, and since |I| is minimal,Ĝ I is a diagonal subgroup of (L n ) I . Observe now that if |I| = n, then (L n ) I = L n , and soĜ I =Ĝ; that is to say,Ĝ is a full diagonal subgroup of L n , and case (ii) holds. On the other hand, if I = {i} for some i, thenĜ I is normalised by
Since the component of G is H, it follows that π i (Ĝ I ) H. Since H is 2-transitive, soc(H) is the unique minimal normal subgroup T of H, and hence π i (Ĝ I ) contains T . Sincê G G and X is transitive, T n ≤Ĝ and case (i) holds.
So assume instead that 1 < |I| < n, and let i, j be distinct elements of I. Since X is 2-transitive, there exists t = (h 1 , . . . , h n )x −1 ∈ G with i x = i and j x ∈ I. Now let a = (a 1 , . . . , a n ) and b = (b 1 , . . . , b n ) be elements ofĜ I and observe that for all k we have To determine these we use the next three lemmas. A permutation group is said to be half-transitive if all its orbits have the same cardinality. In particular each normal subgroup of a transitive group is half-transitive.
where H is a 2-transitive group. Suppose that G preserves the block system {B 1 , . . . , B n }, where as before B ℓ = B × {ℓ}. Suppose that K ≤ H n and K is a normal subgroup of G and let
We study groups satisfying Hypothesis 1.1. We recall that we set B ℓ := B × {ℓ} for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n.
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that G is a rank 3 group satisfying Hypothesis 1.1 such that H has a non-abelian simple socle T . Assume that the degree n of X is at least 3, and that G ∩ T n is a full diagonal subgroup of T n . Then T has at least three conjugacy classes of subgroups equivalent under AutT to the conjugacy class of point stabilisers in the T -action on B.
Let i, j > 1, and let
Observe that T α = 1 since H is 2-transitive and almost simple, and therefore T is non-regular.
are both half-transitive on B, and nontrivial. So neither
Again Lemma 4.3 shows that this is impossible. Hence the three subgroups π 1 (D α i ), π 1 (D α j ) and π i (D α i ) are mutually non-conjugate, and since π i (D α i ) = T α , the result follows.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that G is a rank 3 group satisfying Hypothesis 1.1 such that n = 2, and assume thatĜ :
Proof. There is an automorphism ϕ of H such thatĜ = {(h, h ϕ ) | h ∈ H}. Since G has rank 3, the stabiliser of a point α 1 = (α, 1) ∈ B 1 is transitive on B 2 . Now G α 1 =Ĝ α 1 and as in the proof of Lemma 4.4,
The proof of the next lemma relies on the classification of almost simple 2-transitive groups, and hence on the Classification of Finite Simple Groups. Lemma 4.6. Let G be a rank 3 group satisfying Hypothesis 1.1 such that H has a non-abelian simple socle T , and where X has degree n ≥ 2. Assume that G is neither full nor block-faithful. Then n = 2 and T is either A 6 or M 12 of degree 6 or 12 respectively. Moreover, Table 7 .4 of [6] shows that T has at most two conjugacy classes of subgroups equivalent under AutT to a point stabiliser. Hence by Lemma 4.4, n = 2, and by Lemma 4.5, there are two such conjugacy classes. The possible groups T are A 6 of degree 6, PSL(2, 11) of degree 11, M 12 of degree 12, A 7 of degree 15, HS of degree 176, or PSL(m, q) (m ≥ 3) of degree (q m − 1)/(q − 1). But since n = 2, Lemma 4.5 now implies that H must have a transitive subgroup equivalent under AutT to a point stabiliser, and this eliminates all possibilities for T but A 6 and M 12 . When n = 2,Ĝ is subdirect in H × H and so L = H. Now we are able to prove Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 and has rank 3 on Ω. By Corollary 3.5, if G is block-faithful then it is quasiprimitive. If G is not quasiprimitive and we do not have T n G, then Lemmas 4.2 and Lemma 4.6 imply that n = 2, T = A 6 or M 12 of degree 6 or 12 respectively, andĜ = G ∩ (H × H) is a full diagonal subgroup of H × H. Moreover, by Lemma 3.3, B is the unique system of imprimitivity of G and so C G (Ĝ) = 1. Thus G Aut(T ).
Suppose first that T = A 6 . Then H = A 6 or S 6 and G is a subgroup of Aut(A 6 ) that has a transitive action of degree 12 with two blocks of size 6 such that the stabiliser of a point is transitive on the block not containing that point. Hence G = M 10 , PGL(2, 9) or Aut(A 6 ). Similarly, when T = M 12 we must have H = M 12 and G = Aut(M 12 ). Conversely, we can see that all cases listed in Theorem 1.2 have rank 3.
4.1. The case when H is affine. If the 2-transitive group H in Theorem 1.2 is not of almost simple type, then by [5, Section 154] it is of affine type. An analogous result to Theorem 1.2 does not hold in this case; that is to say, when H is affine with socle T then G ∩ T n can be a non-trival subgroup of H n which is neither T n nor a full diagonal subgroup of T n . Suppose that H ≤ AGL(a, q) for some prime power q and integer a, and that X has degree n. Then |T | = q a , and T n may be viewed as an (an)-dimensional vector space over F := GF(q). Under the action induced by the top group X of H ≀ X on T n , T n may be viewed as an F X-module. If X ≤ G, thenT = G ∩ T n corresponds to an F X-submodule of T n . Mortimer [22] shows that the possible F X-submodules (where X is 2-transitive) are too numerous to identify. (Furthermore, we cannot even guarantee that X is contained in G; so there may be still more possibilities forT .) However, there are four submodules which may be thought of as 'standard' in the sense that they exist for every 2-transitive group X. These correspond to the following possibilities for T :
(ii) and (iv) are analogous to those arising when H is almost simple. We show in the following example and lemma that case (iii) can also give rise to a rank 3 group when H is affine.
Example 4.7. Let H be a 2-transitive affine group with socle T , and let H 0 be the stabiliser of 0, so that H = T ⋊ H 0 . Let n be an integer greater than 2, and let S be the subgroup
Let X be a 2-transitive group of degree n and let G = S, D ⋊ X.
Lemma 4.8. The group G from Example 4.7 is a rank 3 subgroup of H ≀ X with component H, and G ∩ T n = S.
Proof. The group S is normalised by both D and X, so G∩T n = S. Let ν 1 denote the projection from (H ≀ X) 1 to H. Since S, D fixes the coordinate 1, both ν 1 (S) = T and ν 1 (D) = H 0 are contained in ν 1 (G 1 ); that is H = T, H 0 ≤ ν 1 (G 1 ), so the component of G is H.
The stabiliser in G of the vertex (1, 0) ∈ B 1 fixes the block B 1 , and induces H 0 on B 1 and X 1 on the set of blocks. So G (1,0) is transitive on B 1 \{(1, 0)} and on B\{B 1 }. Moreover, the stabiliser in G (1,0) of B 2 contains S (1,0) = {(1, t 2 , . . . , t n ) | t 2 t 3 . . . t n = 1}, and since n > 2 we have π 2 (S (1,0) ) = T ; so (G (1,0) ) B 2 induces a transitive action on B 2 . It follows that G has rank 3.
Proofs of Theorem 1.3 and 1.5
In this section we will suppose that G Sym(Ω) satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 with corresponding block-set B = {B × {i}|1 ≤ i ≤ n}, that G is block-faithful and G ∼ = G B is almost simple. By Lemma 3.1 and Corollary 3.4, this is in particular the case if the action of G on Ω has rank 3 and G is block-faithful.
Therefore, we will prove Theorem 1.3 and Theorem 1.5 in parallel. In particular both results will follow from Theorem 5.1 and the propositions in this section. Our method is to first determine the 2-transitive almost simple groups whose pointstabiliser admits a (not necessarily faithful) 2-transitive action. We then determine which of these give rise to a rank 3 action. We will often need to use two blocks of B which, for simplicity of notation, we will simply denote by B and B ′ . For convenience we have listed the almost simple 2-transitive groups in the following theorem (compiled from [6, Table 7 .4]). 
Two actions of the group G are said to be isomorphic if the point stabilisers of the two actions are conjugate in G.
Remark 5.2. In each of (a)-(h), there are at most two 2-transitive actions up to isomorphism. Moreover, whenever one of these groups, say G, has two nonisomorphic 2-transitive actions, the corresponding point stabilisers are interchanged by an outer automorphism of G (see the final column of [6, p.197] ). Therefore it is sufficient to consider one action for the 2-transitive almost simple group acting faithfully on blocks.
The following lemma will be useful. Suppose G v = G B ∩ N where N is a normal subgroup of G. Since G B is 2-transitive, there exists g ∈ G interchanging B and Table 2 . Now assume that G has rank 3. By Lemma 3.1, G is in one of the lines 1 to 16 of Table 2 . Cases on Lines 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15, 16 do not satisfy the divisibility condition (C). Hence G is in one of the other cases.
Suppose G were as in Line 5. We have G B = PΣU(3, 5) and
′ is a second block of imprimitivity, then G B,B ′ = Aut(A 6 ) and it can be deduced from the Atlas [7, p34] (3, 5) and that G (B ′ ) is the unique subgroup of G B ′ isomorphic to PSU (3, 5) . By [7, p34] , the group PΣU(3, 5) contains two classes of M 10 subgroups, all of which are contained in PSU (3, 5) . It follows that G (B),B ′ is contained in G (B ′ ) , and so (A) is not satisfied.
Suppose G were as in Line 6. Then G B,B ′ = PSU(4, 3)⋊C 2 has only one conjugacy class of subgroups of index 2, namely subgroups isomorphic to PSU (4, 3) . This contradicts (D).
Suppose G were as in Line 8. Then G B B = C 2 and G v = G (B) = A 6 , and it can be checked (for instance with Magma [4] ) that this G-action has rank 3.
Suppose G were as in Line 11. Then G B,B ′ = M 10 has only one conjugacy class of subgroups of index 12, namely subgroups isomorphic to A 5 . This can be deduced from the Atlas [7, p.4 
]. This contradicts (D).
Suppose G were as in Line 14. For v ∈ B, we have G B,v = PSL(3, 4) = PΣL(3, 4)∩ M 22 , contradicting (F). Proposition 5.6. Let G be an imprimitive permutation group on Ω with system of imprimitivity B such that G ∼ = G B is as in (c) of Theorem 5.1. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if G, n and |B| are as in one of Lines 17 to 26 of Table  2 . Moreover, none of these group actions has rank 3.
Proof. We have soc(G) = A n with n ≥ 5, so that G = S n or A n . Then G B = S n−1 or A n−1 , and G B,B ′ = S n−2 or A n−2 respectively. Lines 17 to 26 of Table 2 list the possible degrees m = |B| of a 2-transitive action for G B . Now assume the action of G on Ω has rank 3. Then G is as in one of Lines 17 to 26 of Table 2 . By property (E), G Table  2 . Moreover, none of these group actions has rank 3.
Proof. Here G = PSp(2ℓ, 2), of degree n = 2 2ℓ−1 ± 2 ℓ−1 , with ℓ ≥ 3. We have G B = PSO ± (2ℓ, 2). Let B ′ be another block in B. Then G B,B ′ is the stabiliser of a singular point in the action of PSO ± (2ℓ, 2) on V (2ℓ, 2), that is, G B,B ′ ∼ = N ⋊ PSO ± (2ℓ − 2, 2), with N elementary abelian of order 2 2ℓ−2 . Assume first that either ℓ ≥ 4, or ℓ = 3 and G B has degree 28. Then there is no 2-transitive action of G B with socle PΩ ± (2ℓ, 2), and so the only 2-transitive action of G B is on 2 points, with G (B) = PΩ ± (2ℓ, 2), as in Lines 27 and 28 (with ℓ ≥ 4) of Table 2 .In this case, G (B),B ′ is an index 2 subgroup of G B,B ′ . As the induced action of G B,B ′ on N is irreducible, we must have G (B),B ′ = N ⋊ H where H is an index 2 subgroup of PSO ± (2ℓ − 2, 2). The only such subgroup is PΩ ± (2ℓ − 2, 2), since 2) is simple and acts irreducibly on N, this is not possible. Hence G (B),B ′ is contained in G (B ′ ) , and so property (A) fails. Thus this action of G does not have rank 3. Now assume ℓ = 3 and G has degree 36. Then G B = PSO + (6, 2) ∼ = S 8 , which has 2-transitive actions on 2 and 8 points, as in Lines 28 (with ℓ = 3) and 29 of Table 2 . The only index 35 subgroups of S 8 are stabilisers of partitions of an 8-set into two 4-sets (see the Atlas [7, p.22] ), and hence G B,B ′ ∼ = S 4 ≀ S 2 .
Consider first the case |B| = 2. Then G (B) = PΩ + (6, 2) ∼ = A 8 , and by [7, p.22 ] Table 3 . Moreover, this group action does not have rank 3.
Proof. We have T = Sz(q) with q = 2 e and e odd, e ≥ 3, T ≤ G ≤ Aut(T ) = A, and A B = (Q ⋊ τ ) ⋊ σ , where |Q| = q 2 , |τ | = q − 1 and |σ| = e. More precisely, G = T ⋊ σ e/d for some divisor d of e. Now T B has a unique minimal normal subgroup K. Moreover, |K| = q, K is the centre of Q and A B /K ∼ = AΓL(1, q), see [26] . Furthermore,
e/d and we can choose B ′ such that
is affine with minimal normal subgroup K and the fact that Q centralises K contradicts Lemma 5.4. Thus G B is unfaithful on B and so K B = 1. Moreover, as a 2-transitive group has even order and both q − 1 and e are odd, it follows that G (B) = K. Then AGL(1, q) ≤ G B B ≤ AΓL(1, q) and the only faithful 2-transitive action of this group is of degree q. Thus |B| = q, as in Line 1 of Table 3 . If this G-action had rank 3, then by property (C), we would have m 2 = q 2 dividing |G B,B ′ |, which is not the case.
Proposition 5.9. Let G be an imprimitive permutation group on Ω with system of imprimitivity B such that G ∼ = G B is as in (f ) of Theorem 5.1. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if G, n, |B| are as in Lines 2 or 3 of Table 3 . Moreover, neither of these group actions has rank 3.
Proof. We have T = Ree(q) with q = 3
e and e odd, e ≥ 3, T ≤ G ≤ Aut(T ) = A and A B = (Q⋊ τ )⋊ σ , where |Q| = q 3 , |τ | = q −1 and |σ| = e. Moreover, |Z(Q)| = q, |Q ′ | = q 2 and τ acts irreducibly on the elementary abelian 3-groups Z(Q), Q ′ /Z(Q) and Q/Q ′ . Furthermore, τ acts transitively on the nontrivial elements of Z(Q) and Q/Q ′ , while having two equal length orbits on the nontrivial elements of Q/Z(Q). See [19, 25, 27] for further details. We can choose another block B ′ such that
for some divisor d of e and G B = A B ∩ G, which contains T B = Q ⋊ τ . Given the way that τ acts on Q, it follows that the nontrivial normal subgroups of G B contained in Q are Z(Q), Q ′ and Q. Suppose first that G B acts faithfully on B. Then G B B is affine with minimal normal subgroup Z(Q) and the fact that Q centralises Z(Q) contradicts Lemma 5.4. q) and contains AGL(1, q) . In this case, the only faithful 2-transitive action of G B B is of degree q. Thus |B| = q, as in Line 2 of Table 3 . If this G-action had rank 3, then by property (C), we would have q 2 dividing |G B,B ′ |, which is not the case. If
. Since e is odd and the order of the 2-transitive group G B B is even, it follows that τ induces a nontrivial cyclic group on B; and as G B B is 2-transitive, the degree m = |B| is a prime dividing q − 1 such that m − 1 divides e. Hence |B| = 2, as in Line 3 of Table  3 , and G B B = C 2 . If this G-action had rank 3, then by property (D), G B,B ′ would have at least two non-isomorphic actions on 2 points, which is not the case.
We next consider the groups with socle PSU(3, q)
More precisely, G B = A B ∩ G. Moreover, T B has a unique minimal normal subgroup K, which is contained in and centralised by Q, |K| = q, Q/K is elementary abelian of order q 2 and A B /K ∼ = AΓL(1, q 2 ).
Proposition 5.11. Let G be an imprimitive permutation group on Ω with system of imprimitivity B such that G ∼ = G B is as in (g) of Theorem 5.1. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if G, n and |B| are as in Lines 4, 5, or 6 of Table 3 , with column 5 giving additional conditions on G or |B|. Moreover, none of these group actions has rank 3.
Proof. Let T = PSU(3, q) ≤ G ≤ PΓU(3, q) = A and B be a block of B. We use the notation of Remark 5.10. We can choose another block B ′ such that G B,B ′ = ( τ ⋊ σ ) ∩ G. Moreover, there is an element g ∈ PSU(3, q) interchanging B and B ′ such that τ g = τ −q and σ g = σ. Indeed, using the notation of [15, p.249] , with B = e 1 , B ′ = e 3 , then τ = h γ,1 for some primitive element γ of GF(q 2 ) and g is the map (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) → (x 3 , −x 2 , x 1 ). It is straightforward to check that g preserves the hermitian form φ in [15, p.249] , that det(g) = 1 and g 2 = 1. Suppose first that G B acts faithfully on B. Then G B B is affine with minimal normal subgroup K and the fact that Q centralises K contradicts Lemma 5.4. Hence G B is unfaithful on B and
2 since the only faithful primitive action of this group is on q 2 points. This action is 2-transitive provided that G ∩ ( τ ⋊ σ ) is a subgroup of ΓL(1, q 2 ) which acts transitively on the set of nonzero elements of GF(q 2 ). Thus Line 4 of Table 3 holds. If this G-action had rank 3, then by property (C), we would have |B| 2 = q 4 dividing |G B,B ′ |, which is not the case. Suppose now that K < G (B) . Since q > 2, G B acts irreducibly on Q/K and Q/K is the unique minimal normal subgroup of
B is 2-transitive, it follows that either (1) |B| = m is an odd prime dividing q 2 − 1 such that the order of p (mod m), denoted by ord(p mod m), is m − 1, and
Assume we are in case (1). Thus Line 5 of Table 3 holds. Suppose that this Gaction has rank 3. Then G B,B ′ = ( τ ⋊ σ )∩G has a unique transitive representation of degree m, contradicting property (D).
Assume we are in case (2) . Let H = G ∩ PGU(3, q). Since |G B /Q| is even, we either have that q is odd, or that |G/H| is even, or both. Thus Line 6 of Table  3 holds. Suppose that this G-action has rank 3. If either q is even or |G/H| is Table 4 . Possibilities for the proof of Proposition 5.11 odd, then a Sylow 2-subgroup of G B,B ′ is cyclic and hence G B,B ′ has at most one transitive representation on 2 points, so property (D) is not satisfied. Thus q is odd and |G/H| is even, and so |G/H| = 2e/i for some divisor i of e. Then G B , G B,B ′ ,  G (B) and G (B) ,B ′ are as in one of the lines of Table 4 . In lines (1.b), (1.c), (2.b) , (2.c), there are additional conditions on p and i for G (B) to have index 2 in G B (but we shall not need them here).
If G = H, µ , where µ = σ i , σ i τ or σ i τ 2 , for some i dividing e, then H, µ 2 is normal in G, and so, by property (F), G (B) cannot be equal to H, µ 2 ∩ G B . This eliminates cases (1.a) and (2.a).
In all other cases
where ℓ = 3 in cases (1.b) and (1.c), and ℓ = 1 in cases (2.b) and (2.c). Recall that g interchanges B and
and ( We next consider the groups with socle PSL(2, q).
Remark 5.12. Let T = PSL(2, q) ≤ G ≤ PΓL(2, q) = A, with A acting on B of size q + 1, where q = p e ≥ 4 with p a prime and e ≥ 1, and let B ∈ B. Then G B = ((Q ⋊ τ ) ⋊ σ ) ∩ G where Q is elementary abelian of order q, τ is of order q − 1 and σ is of order e. Let i = |G/(G ∩ PGL(2, q))|, then i divides e. Proposition 5.13. Let G be an imprimitive permutation group on Ω with system of imprimitivity B such that G ∼ = G B is as in (h) of Theorem 5.1 for a = 2. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if G, n and |B| are as in Lines 7, 8, or 9 of Table 3 , with column 5 giving additional conditions on G or |B|. Moreover, G has rank 3 on Ω if and only if the following conditions hold (see Remark 5.12 for the notation):
• |B| = 2, q ≡ 1 (mod 4), • G = PSL(2, q), σ i τ , where i divides e, e/i is even, and either p i ≡ 3 (mod 4), or p i ≡ 1 (mod 4) and e/i ≡ 0 (mod 4),
Moreover, the two actions (for k = 1 or 3) are not isomorphic.
Proof. Let T = PSL(2, q) ≤ G ≤ PΓL(2, q) = A and B be a block of B. We use the notation of Remark 5.12. We can choose another block B ′ such that G B,B ′ = ( τ ⋊ σ ) ∩ G. Also there is an element g ∈ PSL(2, p) ≤ PSL(2, q) interchanging B and B ′ and such that σ g = σ and τ g = τ −1 . Indeed, working in ΓL(2, q) acting on the vector Table 5 . Possibilities for the proof of Proposition 5.13 space V (2, q) = e 1 , e 2 , we may take B = e 1 , B ′ = e 2 , τ : (x 1 , x 2 ) → (x 1 , γx 2 ) for some primitive element γ of GF(q), and g to be the map (x 1 , x 2 ) → (−x 2 , x 1 ) .
If G B acts faithfully on B then Q is regular on B and |B| = q. Since G B B is 2-transitive it follows that G ∩ ( τ ⋊ σ ) is a subgroup of ΓL(1, q) which acts transitively on the set of nonzero elements of GF(q), in other words G is 3-transitive, and Line 7 of Table 3 Table 3 holds.
Assume we are in the first case and that the G-action has rank 3. Then G B,B ′ = ( τ ⋊ σ ) ∩ G has a unique transitive representation of degree m, contradicting (D). Hence the action does not have rank 3.
Assume now that we are in the second case, that is |B| = 2, and that the G-action has rank 3. Let H = G ∩ PGL(2, q). Then either q is odd or |G/H| is even, or both. By property (D), G B,B ′ has a normal subgroup K such that G B,B ′ /K ∼ = C 2 × C 2 . In particular, the Sylow 2-subgroup of G B,B ′ is not cyclic and hence both q − 1 and |G/H| are even. Hence e is even, and so q ≡ 1 (mod 4). Note that |G/H| = e/i for some divisor i of e such that e/i is even. More precisely, G B , G B,B ′ , G (B) and G (B),B ′ are as in one of the lines of Table 5 . In lines (1.b), (1.c), (2.b), (2.c), there are additional conditions on p and i for the subgroup G (B) to have index 2 in G B (the conditions we need will be described below).
If G = H, µ , where µ = σ i or σ i τ for some i dividing e, then H, µ 2 is normal in G, and so, by property (F), G (B) cannot be equal to H, µ 2 ∩ G B . This eliminates cases (1.a) and (2.a).
In all the other cases,
where ℓ = 2 in cases (1.b) and (1.c), and ℓ = 1 in cases (2.b) and (2.c). Recall that g interchanges B and
and (
,B ′ and hence G (B),B ′ fixes B ∪ B ′ pointwise and property (A) fails. Therefore we must have ℓ = 2 and k = 1 or 3, that is, G = PSL(2, q), σ i τ and we are in case (1.b) or (1.c) respectively. We have (σ i τ j ) (e/i) = τ jc , where c = 1 + p i + p 2i + . . . + p (e/i−1)i is even since e/i is even, and hence τ c is contained in τ 2 PSL(2, q). Thus G does not contain PGL(2, q). We must have that
is the image of exactly (n, t) elements of Z under ϕ. Hence the number we seek is the number of elements y j ∈ Z such that ϕ(y j ) ∈ Z 0 ∩ Z 1 , and so is equal to (n, t)|Z 0 ∩ Z 1 | = (n, t)
Proposition 5.16. Let G be an imprimitive permutation group on Ω with system of imprimitivity B such that G ∼ = G B is as in (h) of Theorem 5.1 for a ≥ 3. Then G satisfies Hypothesis 1.1 if and only if G, n and |B| are as in one of Lines 10 to 20 of Table 3 , with column 5 giving additional conditions on G or |B|. Moreover, G has rank 3 on Ω if and only if one of the following holds :
(1) G satisfies the conditions on Line 12 of Table 3 and (md, a) = d.
Proof. Let T = PSL(a, q) ≤ G ≤ PΓL(a, q) = A. We use the notation of Remark 5.14. Let B and B ′ , identified respectively with e 1 and e 2 , be two blocks of B. Let
Let g ∈ SL(a, q) such that g 12 = 1, g 21 = −1, g jj = 1 for j ≥ 3 and all other g jk = 0. Then gZ is an element of H interchanging B and B ′ . The subgroup M = {g b,I Z|b ∈ GF(q) (a−1)×1 } is the unique minimal normal subgroup of the stabiliser G B . Suppose that G B acts faithfully on B. The only 2-transitive action is affine, with |B| = |M| = q a−1 , as in Line 10 of Table 3 , and for some v ∈ B,
From the description of H B,B ′ , it follows that the index of G B,B ′ ,v in G B,B ′ is q a−2 , and so G B,B ′ is not transitive on B, contradicting property (A). So this G-action does not have rank 3.
Suppose now that G B does not act faithfully on B, and so M G (B) . Notice that G B /M is isomorphic to a subgroup of ΓL(a − 1, q). Let N = S ∼ = SL(a − 1, q), where S is as above.
Case (1): Here |B| = 2 and
where G/H has even order, as in Line 11 of Table 3 .
2 is a normal subgroup of G. Thus property (F) fails, so this action does not have rank 3.
Case (2): Here |B| = m is a prime dividing (q−1)/d and
. In other words H B,v consists of the elements g b,X Z such that det(X) ∈ ω dm . In order for G B,v to be of index m in G B , it is necessary that
. Moreover, in order that G B B be 2-transitive, it is also needed that the order of p i modulo m is m − 1 (for m = 2 that just means that p is odd). Thus Line 12 of Table 3 We now assume that N G (B) . Let C = {g 0,νI Z|ν a−1 ∈ F }, where F = ω d as in Remark 5.14. By Lemma 5.15, the number of ν ∈ ω such that ν
Suppose to the contrary that C B = 1. Then C B is a cyclic normal subgroup of the 2-transitive group G −1, q) . By Theorem 5.1, these occur for (a, q, |B|) = (3, 4, 6), (3, 5, 5) , (5, 2, 8) , (3, 8, 28) , (4, 2, 8) , (3, 7, 7) , (3, 9, 6) , and (3, 11, 11) . We consider each of these below. For simplifying the proof we sometimes cie an easily repeatable computation with Magma [4] .
(1) T = PSL (3, 4) . Here H = T or H = PGL(3, 4). In both cases H B /(MC) ∼ = PSL(2, 4) ∼ = PSL(2, 5), which has a 2-transitive action on 6 points, as on Line 14 of Table 3 . If H = T , then |G B,B ′ | = 48 or 96 which is not divisible by 36, so property (C) fails. If H = PGL (3, 4) , that is, if G = PGL(3, 4) or PΓL(3, 4), then Magma confirms we have a rank 3 example, as in (2) (2) T = PSL (3, 5) . Since there is no field automorphism and (a, q − 1) = 1, we have G = PSL (3, 5) . Then G B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(2, 5) ∼ = S 5 , which has a 2-transitive action on 5 points, as on Line 15 of Table 3 . Magma confirms this gives a rank 3 example, as in (3) of the statement.
(3) T = PSL(5, 2). Since there is no field automorphism and (a, q − 1) = 1, we have G = PSL(5, 2). Then G B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(4, 2) ∼ = A 8 , which has a 2-transitive action on 8 points, as on Line 16 of Table 3 . Magma confirms this gives a rank 3 example, as in (4) Table 3 . Magma confirms this gives a rank 3 example, as in (5) of the statement.
(5) T = PSL(4, 2). Since there is no field automorphism and (a, q − 1) = 1, we have G = PSL(4, 2). Then G B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(3, 2) ∼ = PSL(2, 7), which has a 2-transitive action on 8 points, as in Line 18 of Table 3 . However, |G B,B ′ | = 96 which is not divisible by 64, hence property (C) fails. Thus this G-action does not have rank 3.
(6) T = PSL(3, 7), G = T or G = PGL(3, 7). In both cases H B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(2, 7) which does not have a 2-transitive action on 7 points, since the isomorphism between PSL(2, 7) and PSL(3, 2) does not extend to PGL(2, 7).
(7) T = PSL(3, 9), H = T . Then G B /(MC) H B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(2, 9) which does not have a 2-transitive action on 6 points, since the isomorphism between PSL(2, 9) and A 6 does not extend to PGL(2, 9).
(8) T = PSL (3, 11) , G = T . Then G B /(MC) ∼ = PGL(2, 11) which does not have a 2-transitive action on 11 points, since the action of PSL(2, 11) on 11 points does not extend to PGL(2, 11).
Finally assume that (a − 1, q) = (2, 2) or (2, 3) and MC < G (B) . We recall that we are also assuming N G (B) . Consider first G = PSL(3, 2). Then C is trivial and G B = M ⋊ N ∼ = 2 2 ⋊ S 3 . Hence G (B) = M ⋊ D where D N is isomorphic to C 3 . Then |B| = 2, as on Line 19 of Table 3 . Magma confirms this gives a rank 3 example, as in (6) Table 3 . We have that G (B) is transitive on the 12 other blocks (property (B)). Moreover |G (B),B ′ | = 6 and |G (B),(B ′ ) | = 1, and so G B ′ (B),B ′ ∼ = S 3 , and (A) is satisfied. Hence this G-action has rank 3, as in (7) of the statement. This completes the proof.
